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This paper investigates analytical valuation of options on several co-integrated 
assets with volatility driven by multiple stochastic factors. Our approach is 
based on the discrete-time error-correction equation of co-integrated assets 
under a two-scale Heston and Nandi GARCH model. A closed-form solution to 
the joint characteristic function of log-asset prices is derived so that European 
spread options on two integrated assets can be efficiently computed using Fast 
Fourier Transform (FFT). Using Monte Carlo simulation as the benchmark, 
the innovated FFT method of spread option pricing shows the advantage in 
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Granger (1981) discovered that a linear combination of two or more non-
stationary time series could be stationary. Engle and Granger (1987) further 
formalized the idea of integrated variables sharing an equilibrium relation that 
turned out to be either stationary or have a lower degree of integration than 
the original series. They denoted this property as co-integration, signifying 
co-movements among trending variables that could be exploited to test for 
the existence of equilibrium relationships within a fully dynamic specification 
framework. The concept of co-integration applies in a variety of economic 
models. Granger was thus granted the Nobel Prize in Economics in 2003. 
In finance, co-integration has been found in different asset classes, such as 
stocks (Cerchi and Havenner, 1988), exchange rates (Baillie and Bollerslev, 
1989), International financial indices (Taylor and Tonks, 19890) and energy 
products (Serletis, 1992 and 1994). Alexander (1999) pointed out that the 
concept of co-integration is essential in hedging. The co-integration asset dy-
namics has important implication for option pricing. In particular, as crude oil 
and jetfuel are co-integrated, the crack spread option, which allows the option 
holder to exchange the crude oil for jetfuel with a strike price, can be valued 
more accurately by taking into account the co-integration feature. Duan and 
Pliska (2004) are pioneers of considering the valuation of exchange options 
on co-integrated assets using GARCH models. They also pointed out that 
1 
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even though the assets exhibit co-integration under the physical probability 
measure, the risk-neutral process has no co-integration effect in a continuous-
time economy if their volatilities are all constant values. This is because the 
Black-Scholes (BS) delta-hedging argument will send the risk-neutral drift to 
constant. A risk-neutral co-integration process can only occur in an incomplete 
market in which the number of stochastic variables is larger than the number 
of underlying assets of an option. Therefore, the GARCH model is a possible 
choice to increase stochastic variables. However, the approach of Duan and 
Pliska (2004) relies heavily on simulation and hence not very practical for daily 
pricing purposes. 
This paper investigates analytical valuation of options on several co-integrated 
assets with volatility driven by multiple stochastic factors. Specifically we con-
sider the discrete-time error-correction equation of co-integrated assets under 
a two-scale Heston and Nandi GARCH(p, q) model. The use of a multiscale 
volatility model stems from the fact that Alizadeh et al.(2002) observed two 
dominated stochastic factors driving the evolution of volatility, with one highly 
persistent factor and one quickly mean-reverting factor. The literature has had 
a number of works using multiscale volatility model to improve option pricing 
such as Fouque et al.(2003), and Wong and Chan (2007, 2008). 
The major finding of this research is a closed-form solution to the joint 
characteristic function of log-asset prices under the proposed model. Hence, 
European spread options on two integrated assets can be efficiently computed 
using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). Our numerical examples use a pair of co-
integrated assets under GARCH(1,1). By regarding Monte Carlo simulation 
as the benchmark, the innovated Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) method for 
spread option shows the advantage in terms of running time and accuracy. 
The organization of remaining chapters is as follows. Chapter 2 intro-
duces the discrete-time error correction model under a multiscale Heston-
Nandi GARCH(p, q) where there are k co-integration relations on n assets 
t 
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(1 < k < n). A closed-form solution of the joint characteristic function of 
that model is also derived. Chapter 3 details the spread option pricing ap-
proach using the derived characteristic function. The option price is obtained 
in closed-form in the sense of Fourier transform. We then employ an innovated 
FFT method to numerically value spread options. The numerical results are 
given in Chapter 4. We discuss both tracking errors and parameter sensitivi-
ties. Chapter 5 is the concluding remark. 
i ‘ i 
Chapter 2 
Co-integrated Assets under 
Stochastic Volatilities 
In recent years, simulation methodology is widely used in the investigation 
of co-integration phenomenon which appears in the prices' tendency between 
multiple assets. However, in this paper, we are engaged in another method 
to solve the same problem, that is, finding possible closed-form formula for 
the price's characteristic function in order to calculate the assets and their 
product's prices more efficiently with wider usage. 
2.1 Discrete-time Model 
The original thought of closed-form solution is in light of Heston and Nandi 
(2000) and its extensions. In their result, when the stochastic dynamic of the 
asset price follows one type of GARCH process, the closed-form formula for its 
characteristic function can be written down in the form of its recursion equa-
tion system. Incorporating that kind of GARCH dynamic, the co-integration 
framework in the option pricing area by Duan and Plaska (2004) can then be 
modeled, as given in the following assumption. 
Assumption 2.1. With respect to the data generating probability measure 
P, given Xi{t) = lnSi{t) denoting the logarithmic price of asset i at time t 
4 
t 
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(i 二 1,2,...，n). we assume the stochastic volatility model with k co-integration 
relations {k < n) is given by 
n k n 
x S ) = x,{t - A) + r + A, ^  elhi{t) + ^  6,,zj{t - A) + ^  O u V W h ( t ) (2.1) 
/- i j=i z=i 
n 
Zj{t) = cij + bjt + ^  CijXi{t) (2.2) 
i=i 
P Q 
hi{t) - Ui + Y^ |3imhi{t - mA)十 ^ aim{ei{t - mA) — ^imVhi{t — mA)f (2.3) 
771—1 m=l 
where r is the risk-free rate of return, {�(t)}z=i，2’...’n is a group of basis of 
volatilities at time t, coordinating with the error term ei{t) on each element 
following i.i.d. standard normal distribution. 
In the Assumption 2.1, we introduce the stochastic volatility of each asset 
by a linearly combination of one existing group of basis, say hi{t), and each 
element is described as a GARCH(p,q) process (as in Equation 2.3), with 
positive parameters uJi, aim, Am^nd 飞爪(m=l,2,... ,q). For details of how they 
are structured, let's denote h* to be the stochastic volatility of asset i and e* 
to be the error term of asset i, we have 
n 
y/h*{t)e*{t) = ^^Ojiy/hi(j:)ei{t) {linear combination) 
i=i 
n 
h*{t) = ^^ 6^ihi{t) {i.i.d standard normal) 
i=i 
Let J^ t denote the time-t information set, which is a cr-field generated by 
{5^(0), ^(0), ei{s)\s = {0, A, 2 A , . . . , t - A, t}，z, 1 = 1 , 2 , . . . , n}. The assump-
tion on error terms should then be expressed as 
「 * "、 1 / / 1 \ \ 
^l(i) 1 Pl2 .. . Pln\ 
棚 P AT n 细 1 …^2n ".r 7 „ 
� i V u, conditional on J^t-A I • • . • • t • • • 
_ 4W J \ \Pnl Pn2 ： 1 / y 
^ 
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In the above covariance matrix, p_ for u,v G { l , 2 , • •. ’n} and u • v, is 
the covariance between e* and e*. Let's see what indeed it is, 
_ ( * *、二 c o ” t ( y ^ C y/K^v) 二 E r GuAihi 
P - = 叫 、 ， e j 二 " ~ ~ 7 ^ “ “ — 7 S f l W S f ^ 
The same as in the framework (Duan and Plasika, 2004), all information 
about co-integration is carried by Zj{t){j = 1 ,2 , . . . ,k), which can be under-
stood as the j-th error-correction term at time t with parameters dj, bj{t) and 
{Qj)i=i,2,...,n- Let's then recall and study further about the nature of error-
correction terms in multi-assets' pricing. 
2.2 Co-integration Relation 
The same as in wide range of other option pricing models, the A^  here in 
Assumption 2.1 can also be interpreted as the risk premium per unit of con-
ditional risk. Following this viewpoint, the so-called 'error-correction' term 
Zj {t) is somehow need to make more discussion. Thanks to the parameter ^ , 
Zj {t) in the proposed model is effectively influencing the long-run phenomenon 
between multi-assets prices, therefore Sij accordingly can be referred to as the 
ith asset's co-integration premium for the jth error correction term. 
For the purpose of further understand the feature between long-run and 
short-run influence, one can firstly recall the knowledge of the conception of 
co-integrating vector, and thereafter analyze and exhibit a proposition about 
necessary restraints on the model vectors by the co-integration assumption. 
In conception, n-component vector time series Xt with k co-integration re-
lations can be expressed as: there exist k linearly independent non-zero vectors 
Cj(j-l,2,... ’ k) (called 'co-integrating vectors') such that c'^ Xt is stationary for 
all fs, Details of its set-up can be refereed to Hamilton (1994) for the exposi-
tion on co-integration. Referring to Engle and Granger (1987), Granger's rep-
resentation theorem states the co-integrated vector time series in a form of error 
^ 
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correction model. The nature of error-correction term stems from allowing the 
short-run dynamic to be corrected by the deviation from the long-run rela-
tionship. This original thought motivates Duan and Plasika (2004) to cite a Zj 
in their model as an specific error-correction term for j = 1, 2,. •., k. Differed 
from the typical stationary in the option pricing literature, Zj addresses the 
issue related to the dimension of non-stationary for multivariate asset prices. 
It also allows the unanticipated price changes to have time-varying volatilities. 
We adopted Zj as a starting point in our discrete-time model as Assumption 
2.1, where the volatilities are presented by a group of basis {^|/=i,2,...,n follow-
ing mutually independent GARCH(p,q) processes. 
To ensure the model effectivity, Zj {t), acting as the error-correction term in 
our co-integration model, need to keep stationary. To see this in Assumption 1, 
the polynomial equation of Zj is exactly the sum of products of co-integrating 
vectors Cij and the vector time series ln Si{t) for i = 1, 2 , . . . , n, Since co-
integration relations are invariant to linear transformations of co-integrating 
vectors, it is better to make an additional assumption: 
(Cij.，c<2j,..., Cjij) for j = 1, •..，k 
are k linearly independent vectors with each of the vectors having at least one 
element equal to 1. 
The parameter bj acts as a time trend factor which is built to adjust the 
growth rates in the underlying variables. If all bjS are forced to 0, the mean 
of Zj would be preset to the levels that are completely determined by other 
parameters (see later in Proposition 2.2). Theoretically, it is preferable to 
allow bj to be free to neutralize the potential deterministic trend in Zj. 
^ 
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Define k x k matrix A: 
^1 + Yn=i C^lSil Yn=l Cil^2 • . . Yd=l CilSik^ 
. J2^=l Cz2^ 1 1 + Zir=l Ci2^2 . . . X^r=l Ci2^ik 
A = 
• I • • t • • • • 
y Yl^=i Cik^ii Z X i CiA: . •. Z^r=i CijAk 
and a matrix norm of A by 
^ I如 
A = max 
x^0 X 
where x is an n-dimensional column vector and \x\ is its Euclidean norm. 
Proposition 2.2. The logarithmic assets prices under Assumption 2.1 are co-
integrated if hi{t) for i = 1，2,..., n are stationary with finite first moments 
(under measure P) and || A ||< 1. Furthermore, 
丨 ^iW \ i bi • A + Er=i C.1 (r + A.E^lh:(t)])� 
EP 功 ） = ( / - | i x ^ . A + Er=iCu(r + A M / ^ * _ (2.4) 
V Zk{t) y V h • A + E L i Cik {r + X^E^[h：{t)]) y 
Proof. See appendix. • 
2.3 Risk-neutral Form 
Similar with that in Duan and Plasika (2000), an alternative way to understand 




as a time-varying risk premium. Rearranging this term as Y^l=i ^ii^i{t)[^i + 
E , t i 5^jZj{t 一 A ) / E r = i Olhi{t)] or V ^ [ A ^ + E-=1 ^Zj(t — A ) / ^ S ^ ] , t h e 
risk-premium is then explored as 
j 
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k n k 
A, + ^^^(t-A)/^^^(t) or A, + ^ ^ ^ - ( t - A ) / V ^ 
j=i i=i j=i 
A useful and interesting result from Duan and Plasika (2000) is that, for 
two assets, Si < 0 and 62 > 0 if both assets have positive systematic risks. 
Starting from the later interpretation of risk-premium, we study the risk-
neutral form of the original proposed model. In a discrete-time setting, the 
market is tend to be inherently incomplete and arbitrage pricing theory by itself 
therefore is not sufficient for deriving an operational option valuation model. 
We then need to adopt a more generalized principle to use an equilibrium 
argument. 
An additional assumption is stated as follows: 
Assumption 2.3. The equilibrium pricing measure Q, as defined in Duan 
(1995), satisfies the local risk-neutral valuation relationship (LRNVR) over 
the period from 0 to a finite integer T. 
Under Assumption 2.3, the risk-neutralization is assured locally under the 
equilibrium pricing measure Q, since the asset return can be described by a 
system with a change in all conditional mean returns to the risk-free rate but 
without altering the conditional variance-covariance structure. 
Proposition 2.4. With respect to the equilibrium pricing measure Q, the price 
for the ith asset in the n—component asset price vector obeys 
1 n n 
工办)==z� — A) + r — i ; ^ ^ ~ W + E ^ V ^ € z z W (2.5) 
/=i 1=1 
n 
Zj{t) = aj + bjt + ^ CijXi{t) ( 2 . 6 ) 
i=l 
p q 
� � = U i + Y^ Pimhi{t mA) + ^ aim 6(亡 rnA) — ^y^hi{t - mA) 
m=l m=l 
E t i ^¾.(力-A — mA) 1 I 12 
— ~ , / l u A^ — (9 + m i ^ h { t - m ^ ) (2.7) 
n9ij^hi(t - mA) 2 
^ 
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2.4 A Closed-form Formula of Characteristic 
Function 
Let / ( 0 ) denote the conditional generating function of the asset price 
f{$) = E,[e^^-'] 
where 0 = (¢1, ¢2 , . . . , 0n)^and x — (x1,x2, . . . ’ x^). This is also the char-
~ * 
acteristic function of the logarithm of S{T), The function / ( 0 ) depends the 
parameters and state variables of the model, but those arguments are sup-
pressed for notational convenience. 
Theorem 2.5. (Closed-form characteristic function under GARCH(p,q) co-
integration) Let Xu{t) = ln Su{t) for u G { l , 2 , . . . , n}, the characteristic func-
tion takes the log-linearform 
/ n 
/ ( 0 ) = exp A{t; T.$) + ^ \i X ¢^ + Du{t; T, 0)J Xu{t) 
\ U=1 
n 厂 p 
+ Y. Z^m(Z;T，(^〜(t + 2A — mA) 
1=1 {_m-l 
q ]\ 
+ Y^ Qm{t; T, ¢) {ei{t + A — mA) — jimMt + A — mA)f 
m=l � / 
• (2 .8) 
( 
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where 
n k 
A{t-,Tj) = A(t + A; T, ¢) + ^ [ ( r + J ^ ( a j + bjt)Suj)(i x ¢^ + Bu(t + A; T, $))] 
u—1 j=l 
n 
+ ^ Bn{t + A; T, $)uji - ln (1 - 2Ba{t + A; T, $)an — 2 ¾ ) ] 
i=i 
B ^ . ( t ; T j ) = E : = 1 M z X ‘ + D � + A ;T , • — 
2 - 4{Cn{t + A； T, ¢) + anBn{t + A； T, ¢)) “ ) 
n 
+ Y^{ i X 4>u + D^{t + A ;T , $)6ui[-2^nVt + A^ ,^^ ]) 
U—\ 
Blm{t]Tj) = PlmBli{t + A; T, ¢) + Bim{t + A; T, ¢) 
Cim{t]T) = ai^m+i)Bn{t + A; T, ¢) + Q(^+i)(t + A; T, ¢) 
n k 
Du{t]Tj) = Y,[i X ¢^ + D,{t + A; T, ¢)] Y , SujCuj + D^{t + A; T, ¢) 
V^U J=1 
^ = Cn{t 十 A; T, $) + anBn(t + A； T, ¢) 
一 1 — 2{Cn{t + A; T, ¢) + anBn{t + A; T, ¢)) 
Terminal conditions: 
A{T; T, $) = Bim{T- T, $) = Cim{T- T, $) = D^{T; T, 0) = 0 
Proof. See appendix. • 
^ 
Chapter 3 
Two-scale GARCH(1,1) with 
Single Co-integration Relation 
3.1 Model 
With wider usage, we discuss a simple but general case: single co-integration 
relation on two underlying assets under combination of GARCH(1,1) dynam-
ics. In this case, parameters and notations can be effectively simplified. Based 
on the model and propositions given in the last chapter, some results in this 
chapter may to some extent look like straightforward in understanding. 
According with the notation used in model 2.1 to 2,3, the expression of two 
assets stochastic volatilities model are exhibited in below, where 1 = 1, 2: 
xi{t) = xi{t - A) + r + Xi{hi{t) + O^h2{t)) + Siz{t - A) 
+ V ^ ^ e i ( t ) + ey^h^e2{t ) (3.1) 
x2{t) = x2{t - A) + r + X2{h2{t) + e^hi{t)) + 52z{t - A) 
+ V ^ e 2 { t ) + 0 ^ / h ^ e i { t ) (3.2) 
z{t) = a^bt + x1{t)^cx2{t) (3.3) 
hi{t) = uJi + |3ihi{t 一 A) + ai{ei{t 一 A) - )^J%[t 一 A ) f (3.4) 
12 
1 
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3.2 Variances and Covariance 
Some useful results may help us to generate model parameters. In particular, 
we need to calculate each element of hi {l = 1，2) when given the observations 
of asset volatilities h{{t) and h2{t). 
var[xi{t)) = hl{t) = hi{t) + 6^h2{t) 
var{x2{t)) = h;(t) = 6 % ( t ) + h2(t) 
The covariance of two assets is exactly the covariance of their error terms 
(since other factors are mutually independent.) Let's find the expression of 
that covariance. 
covt(e^, £2)1^  = covt{y/fhei + 6>v^^2, Oy/h^iCi + y^2^2) 
= 6 h i + 0h2 
If the correlation of two assets' error terms is p, there also exists 
covt{el, el)lt = p^h1 + e^h2^e^h1 + h2 
Therefore, we get 
二 e{hi + h2) 
P— Vhi^-O^h2VO^hi^h2 
Given all the information from the time 0 to time t — A, all those variances 
can then be determined according to its GARCH property. By the above 
discussion, one can then find the correlation of error terms. 
3.3 Closed-form Solution 
Corollary 3.1. (Characteristic function oftwo assets with single co-integration 
relation under GARCH(1,1) dynamics combination) The recursively closed-
form formula of characteristic function for model 3.1 to 3.4 is: 
f{t- T, ¢) = exp ]i$^x{t) + A{t) + B^{t)h{t) + D^{t)x{t)] (3.5) 
i 
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� — 
where A, B = (5i, B2Y, D 二 (1¾, D2) are parameter. Define D = i^ + D, 
Q = (¾,¾) denotes time series, there are recursion relations as follows: 
rp 
(DAr + 5Aa + ht)) + B^ui - l /21n(l - 2Biai) \ , � 
^ ！ ⑴ = A ( f + A ) + ~iV 1^  )) 丨 � ) ( ^ + A ) - l 2 x i 
乂 L>2(r + S2(a + bt)) + B2cu2 — l /21n(l — 2B2a2) 
i 1 沪 、 ~ i ^ i ( A + OL l^l) + ^? / (2 - 4^ ia i ) \ 
B[t) = B{t + A) + 1� "1 1 , " 1 , � ” （亡 + A) 
V 沪 1 ) \ B2^2 + «271) + ^2/(2 - 4^Q2) 
~ ( l + 6i 62 \ ~ 
D{t) = D{t + A) 
乂 cSi 1 + c62 
( 1 炉 \ ~ i - 2 7 i a i ^ i \ 
n(t) = D{t)- ⑴ 
\ 炉 1 ) \ - 2 7 2 ^ 2 ¾ 
Terminal station: 
A{T) = 0, B{T) - D{T) = 0 
t 
Chapter 4 
Spread Option Pricing by Fast 
Fourier Transform 
4.1 Spread Option Price 
From the risk-neutral expectation formula, the time 0 price of a spread option, 
assuming a constant interest rate r should be 
5pr(5i(0),52(0);T,iT) = e - ^ ^ o [ ( ^ ( T ) - ^ ( T ) - i ^ ) + ] 
= e - ' ^ ' K - E Q [ P { X { T ) ) 
where P{X{T)) = (e^i(”/K — 6^2(”/^ _ i)+ 
Without loss of generality: we reduce the general case K • 0 to K = 1 by 
using scaling and interchange of Si{T) and S2{T). 
Theorem 4.1. (Hurd and Zhou, 2009) For any real number e = (61,62) with 
£2 > 0 and £1 + £2 < —1 
P{x) = (27T)-2 [ [ e^^^^P{u)d\ P{u) = n^u^^^U2-m-^u,) 
JJ T[iui + 1) 
R2+ie 
where u = {u1,u2), X(t) 二 (；2；1(力)，3；2(力)),r(^ :)is the complex gamma function 
defined for 况(之)> 0,by the integral T{z) = /^ e-H^'^dt. 
15 
/ 
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Using this result, the spread option price can be expressed as 
5 p r ( 5 i ( 0 ) , ^ ( 0 ) ; T ) = { 2 n ) - ' e - ^ ^ | | Exio)[e'-^^^^"]P{u)d'u (4.1) 
R2+ie 
If the dynamics of X is homogeneous, previous result (by T.R.Hurd and 
Z.W. Zhou, 2009) shows a procedure to calculate spread option price by a 
complete factorization of the characteristic function in this step. However, in 
the case of our proposed model, both for n assets and 2 assets, the property of 
homogeneous cannot hold. Therefore we cannot use a complete factorization 
directly because we cannot separate X(0 ) term clearly (compared with e^^^ (^o) 
in the homogeneous situation). 
An incomplete factorization is then made like following: 
仏(0)[6'"义『(”]=e'dT(o)<l>(i^;0，r) (4.2) 
where 
$(i6;0,T) = /(0;T，ix)/e~x〜） 
= A + B^h + D^x] (0; T, u) (4.3) 
Substituting Equation 4.3 into spread option pricing function, we get 
Corollary 4.2. (Spread option pricing under co-integration relation following 
GARCH(p,q) process) 
5 p r ( ^ ( 0 ) , ^ ( 0 ) ; T ) = {27v ) -^e - '^J j e -^^W$(u ;0 ,T )P( i i ) c /^ (4.4) 
R2+ie 
Since ^{u; 0,T) contains the information of both u and X(t ) , it is more 
complex than that in the literature when doing Fast Fourier Transform(FFT), 
the same as its inverse transform. Meanwhile, the reasonability of such an 
'incomplete' factorization is still waiting to be shown. Learning that a practi-
cable FFT algorithm and its accurate numerical results are the most powerful 
evidence in illustrating theoretical analysis is acceptable or not. 
^ 
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4.2 Fast Fourier Transform 
To explicit the double integral stated in Equation 4.4，we employ a numerical 
integration method generated from the double sum lattice approximation in 
T.R.Hurd and Zhuowei Zhou (2009). The method involves both truncation 
and discretization of the integral. Two properties that determine their accu-
racy are the decay of the integrand in i/-space and the decay of the function 
Spr in x-space. The computation of complex gamma function is based on 
the Lanczos approximation popularized by Press, Teukolsky, Vetterling and 
Flannery (2007). 
We approximate the double integral by a double sum over the lattice 
r = {u{k) = {u{ki),u{k2))lk = {k1,k2) e { 0 , . . ,,N- 1}^}, u(k) = -u + kr] 
where u := Nrj/2. By appropriate choices of N^ r] with N to be a power of 
2 and lattice spacing r] such that truncation of the i^-integrals to —u, u and 
discretization leads to an acceptable error. Finally, we choose initial values 
X(0) to make x lie on the reciprocal lattice with spacing jf = 2n/Nr} = 7r/w 
and i = Nrf/2'. 
r* = {x{l) == {x{h),x{l2m - {luk) e {0,...，N - 1}2}’ X{l)=-圣 + lrf 
For any x{l) E F*, notice that 
iu{k)x{lY = z7r(A;i + k2 + h + h) + 2nikf/N {mod2m) 
we then have the integration approximated to, 
2 -rT N-1 
Spr{So,T)�^J|^ ^ gi(.(fc)+^e).^(0$(^(/,) ^_ ,^. T)P{u{k) + z£：) 
1 ) kiM=o 
〜（_iyi+&-rT(^ )V_ 去 ^  ^T/N_ 
^ 兀 ) L kiM=o _ 
=(-iyi+�-rT("Ar/27r)2e-dT(o[i^2(^)](Z) 
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where 
H{k) = ( - l )h+h$( i i (AO + i£; 0，T)P{u{k) + is) 
The above equation leads to a double inverse discrete Fast Fourier trans-
form. In some software, like Matlab and R, there are well-defined commend to 
computer that kind of inverse FFT directly and easily. In other environment, 




The numerical experiments are implemented in R version 2.11.0 on an Intel 
Core 2 1.86GHz machine running under Windows with 1.00GB of RAM. If they 
were coded in MATLAB or C + + with similar algorithm, the performance is 
expected to be much faster. 
Since there is no analytical or numerical method we know for the stochastic 
volatility model to be more accurate, Monte Carlo simulation is used to select 
the benchmark. Every benchmark price was created by 100,000 simulations, 
each consisting of 100 time steps. 
The objective function is then defined as 
Err{m, n) = | lnM(m, n) — lnB{m,n)\ (5.1) 
where M{m, n) and B{m, n) are respectively FFT computed price and bench-
mark price at cross point (m, n) on the panel ((m, n) e { 0 , 1 , . . . , N — 1}^). 
In Hurd and Zhou (2009), they shows the accuracy to at least 10—6 of 
FFT algorithm for three kinds of stock models, which are geometric Brownian 
motion, three factor stochastic volatility model and exponential Levy Models. 
Computing are conducted by calculating the average error of 36 points which 
are all selected on the lattice as initial values of asset prices. Notice that, all 
the three models tested in that paper have the property of homogeneous, and 
their risk-neutral form can be stated clearly without additional assumption. 
19 
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However, in this paper, it may not be the case. The proposed co-integration 
model is not homogeneous, and its risk-neutral form need to satisfy the Locally 
Risk-Neutral Valuation Relationship. We then look for another view to have 
a further investigation of our model's numerical results. 
As spread option, the payoff function is determined by three factors: the 
initial prices of two underlying assets ( 5'i(0) and 6'2(O) or equivalently Xi(0) 
and X2(O) ) and one strike price {K). Without influence of generality, we can 
fix K = 1 at first and then re-scale the other two factors, keeping the payoff 
function two degree of freedom as it appears in reality. After re-scale step, 
the pair of initial logarithmic prices xi(0) and X2(O) may vary largely (for 
example, from less than 10 to more than 100) from case to case affected by 
different prices of underlying assets and different historical time points when 
we do those observations. We can also notice that, once the pair of N and u has 
been selected for FFT procedure, only a limited range of asset prices xi(0)and 
X2(O) can be solved by the algorithm, and the range is {-v:N/2u, TiN/2u). 
One method for the problem with given initial prices can be expressed as: 
firstly choose an appropriate pair of N and u to make sure those assets prices 
can be interpolated in the lattice, secondly do interpolation on xi(0)and X2(O) 
in the lattice, and finally calculate option price by FFT method as stated 
in Chapter 4. However, in this paper, in the consideration that our risk-
neutral model only hold under the assumption of locally risk-neutral valuation 
relationship, we employ an alternative method to test the efficiency of co-
integration closed-form formula. 
In our algorithm, we fix the number N 二 64 as a power of 2 at first. 
(According to Hurd and Zhou (2009), N = 256 is sufficient to get the most 
accuracy result. But due to the systematic error with Monte Carlo simulation 
of only 100,000 times in our experiment, N 二 64 can be regard acceptable). 
We then adjust u to let the higher asset prices {Si{0) or S'2(O)) lying on the 
point of 7vN/2u, The other asset price is then needed to be interpolated on 
^ 
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£i m n 5"io &o B(m,n) M(m,n) Err(m,n) 
~^K7b~ N N— 12.34528 "l2.34528 0.5148949 " ^ 1 6 8 7 6 9 "0003841940 
-3.00 N N-1 12.34528" 11.41279 1.182734 1.313968 "5.008352015 
-2.75 N N-2 12.34528 10.55072 1.367164 "l.3563Q0 0.004463576 
~^.75 N 1 ^ 12.34528 "9.753778 1.916818 1.9Q7Q57 "0003733973 
~2.55 N N-4 12.34528 9.017029 2.520093 2.216614 0.009440860 
Table 5.1: Numerical Result of 5'i(0) > &(0) . u - 40, C2=l,K 二 1 
ei m_ n 5io &o B(m,n) M(m,n) Err(m,n) 
" ^ 2 W ^ ~ ~ r T " 152.4060 152.4060 l0 .36455 l 2 8 8 9 4 0.007321798 
-2.25 N ~ W T 152.4060" 130.2517 24.26535 —24.27691 0.000476286 
" ^ Z ^ N N ^ 152.4060" 111.3178 40.69171 —40.7303 T000947901 
" ^ 2 ^ 1 ^ " N ^ 152.4060 95.13618 55.93773 55.56465 "0006691900 
--2.20 N N-4 152.4060 81.30680 70.34233 69.74253 0.008563433 
Table 5.2: Numerical Result of Si{0) > S2{O). N = 64’ u = 20, e2=l,K = 1 
the panel to get the final result. This method can be applied not only to 
in-the-money situation but also to at-the-money and out-of-money situations. 
In all experiments showed in this chapter, a same group of co-integration 
parameters are selected: a — 10—5,6 = 7 x 10"^andc = —7 x 10_3, which are 
similar with those in Duan and Plasika (2000). Some results are exhibited 
later. In the first case, we set u 二 40 with 12.34528 as the upper boundary of 
re-scaled initial prices. In the later case, we change u to 20 with 152.4060 as 
its upper boundary, in order to investigate further in our model and algorithm. 
Results are exhibited in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2. 
In Table 5.1 and 5.2，there are two selections of u corresponding with two 
groups of initial assets prices 5'i(0) and 5^2(0). Table 5.1 exhibits the perfor-
mance when initial prices are quite small with the upper boundary less than 
13. While Tale 5.2 shows the performance when the initial prices are in a larger 
scale and varying strongly. Prom the thought of locally risk-neutral property, 
the pairs (m, n) tested in the experiments are chosen within a neighborhood 
region on the panel. The logarithmic errors reveal good feature. 
For the case of Si{0) < 狗(0)’ we give the Table 5.3. The feature is similar 
/ 
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_ u £i m n >Sio &o B(m,n) M(m,n) Err(m,n)— 
~ W -4.2 N- l " N 11.41279 12.34528 0.2236845 "0.2247463 0.004735634 
~20 -2.3 N-1 N 130.2517 152.4060 2.255252 2.256778 0.000676414 
Table 5.3: Numerical Result of 5'i(0) < 5'2(O). N - 64, 62=l.K 二 1 
and we stop here from repeating illustration. 
One concern from the table results is that, £1 and £2 may influence the 
result sensitively. That's one phenomenon of the truncation error and discrim-
ination error which generated from the implemented FFT numerical method. 
A considerate selection of those sensitive parameters can greatly improve the 
program performance. The same as stated in Hurd and Zhou (2009), the 
selection of suitable values for e, N and u is a somewhat subtle issue when 
implementing the FFT approximation. We may only give the phenomenon 




In this thesis, in the scope of option pricing research, we find a closed-form 
characteristic function of a proposed discrete-time stochastic volatilities model 
with n co-integrated assets (n > 1). By the comparison with the benchmark of 
Monte Carlo simulation, the innovated FFT method of spread option pricing 
shows the advantage in running time with its error converging to an acceptable 
limit. We then investigate the mechanism that co-integration relation works 
on closed-form results in the discrete-time situations. 
In Chapter 2, we concern on discrete-time situation, illustrate the assumed 
pricing model with k co-integration relations on n assets {k >= 1, n > 1) 
under combination of GARCH(p,q) dynamics, and then show the closed-form 
solution of the characteristic function of that model. In Chapter 3, the sit-
uation is simplified to two assets with only one co-integration relation where 
volatility follows GARCH(1,1) related process. We therefore can derive an in-
novated FFT method in solving spread option pricing problem. The numerical 
results are given in Chapter 4, with the discussion of both tracking errors and 
parameter sensitivities. 
In further study, there are several clues. We may take one more chal-
lenging step on investigating the continuous-time model. As a speculation, 
further study on Riccati equation in PDE research may be necessary in order 
to completely solve the continuous-time co-integrated assets pricing model, to 
23 
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investigate its model properties and its closed-form formula for characteristic 
function. Alternatively, this paper also inspires people to make implementa-
tion with real prices in the market as data base. Nevertheless, if we do not 
want to go that further in the topic, discussion on truncation error and dis-
cretization error are at least with great usage in understanding and application 




Proof of Proposition 1 
Proof. By (2.1), we have 
n n 
J 2 Cij h Si{t) - ^ Cij ln S,{t - A) 
i=l i~l 
n n n n k 
= r Y ^ Cij + Y ^ CijXi [ elhi{t) + Y ^ Cij [ 5ijZj{t — A) 
i=l i~l 1=1 i=^ l j—1 
n n 
+ Y ^ c ” Y l e u V W h t (A.i) 
i=i 之=1 
By (2.2), we have 
n n 
^CijlnSi{t) -Y^CijlnSi{t 一 A) = Zj{t) 一 Zj{t — A) - bj . A (A.2) 
i—1 i=l 
Subsequently equating terms in the both sides of (A.1) and (A.2) shows 
n k n 
^j{t) = ^j{t - ^)(1 + Y 1 ^ ¾ ) + ^ Zj,{t - A) ^ 6,j,c,j, + bj • A 
i=l jo9^j i=l 
n n n n n 
+r ^ Q,- + Y ^ Q, A, ^  elhi{t) + Y^ Cij Y , 9 u V J ^ e i t (A.3) 
i=l i=l 1=1 i=l 1=1 
Expressing the system in a vector form of Zj (t) for all fs yield the following 
Z{t) = AZ{t - A) + U{t) (A.4) 
25 
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where Z{t)三[2^L(t)，Z2{t),..., Zk{t)]^ and 
_ 1^ . A + r 5 X i cn + E : i c.iA. E : i W ) + E L i & E L 0^VWW 
丁丁“\ b2. A + r Er=i c^ 2 + Er=i i^2A. ELi 嚇~) + E=1 c^ 2 Er=i OuVWht 
U{t)= . 
bk • A 十 r Er=i Q. + E = 1 c ^ ~ E L i 嚇~) + E L i c^ Er=i OuVW)eit 一 」 
Recursively the above multi-variate system yields 
n - l 
Z{t) = A^Z{t - nA) + Y1 A'U{t - zA), for n > 1 (A.5) 
i=l 
By assumption ||^ || < 1, then for any k x 1 random vector y , we have 
A^Y\ < ||yT|| X |y| 4 0 ( a.s. n ~> 00) 
That is, A^Y converges 0 the zero vector almost surely (a.s.) under measure 
P as n tends to infinity. 
By the assumptions of stationary of ^(t)and its finite first moment (under 
measure P), U(t) forms a stationary sequence of vectors and has a finite first 
moment. 
Use the claim that lim“oo| ln |L^ {t — zA)| < 0 (a.s. under P). (Otherwise, 
lim^^oo ln \ U{t — zA)| tends to infinity for a set of states with a positive proba-
bility, which contradicts the fact that all elements of U{t — iA) have finite first 
moments.) We get 
in^- ln A'U(t — iA) < ^ T - ln ( A ‘ U(t — iA)) 
i^OOl ‘ — “00 1 、 ) 
= 7 ^ (ln P|| + 寺 ln\U{t —込)|) < 0 
Equivalently, lim^^ool^^^(^ —込)|1" < 1, a.s. under measure P, 
By the standard root test for convergence, we have the result that ^^J^^ A'U[t— 
iA) converges a.s. under measure P, which leads (A.5) the assertion: Z{t)= 
5^二0 A^U{t-iA) is the unique solution (a.s. under P) to the recursive system. 
i 
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It reveals the fact that Z[t) is stationary and equivalently Zj{t) for all j ' s are 
stationary under that matrix norm condition. 
By the assumption that hi{t) is stationary, the linear combination /i*(t), 
as the volatility of asset i, is then stationary. Based on all the above results, 
it is clear that ln^( t ) is indeed individually integrated of order 1 and some 
linear combinations of those logarithmic prices are stationary. According to the 
definition, the co-integration property of logarithmic prices has consequently 
been proved. 
We now compute 
00 / 00 \ 
E^{Z{t)) = Y^'EP_-iA)) = iY,A' E P _ ) = {I-A)-'E^{U{t)) 
i=0 \i=0 J 
where 
丨 h . A + r Er=i C.1 + ELi QiA. ELi OlE^Mt)]� 
E P _ � = ^ . 八 + ^ELi c.2 + Er=i c^2A. Er=i olE^Mt)] 
V h . A 十 r Er=i Q, + ELi Q.A, ELi OlE^Mt)] y 
丨 ^ - A + Er=iCa {r^X,E^[hm])� 
= b2 . A + E : i Q2 (r + 入 們 柳 ] ) 




Derivation of Characteristic 
Function 
Proof of Proposition 2 
——^ 
Proof. Let Xi{t) = ln Si(t), (i = 1, 2 , . . . , n)and let f{t; T, ¢) be the conditional 
characteristic function of Si{T), or equivalently Xi{T). i.e. 
f{t;Tj) = Et[exp{$^-x{T))] 
We shall guess that the characteristic function takes the log-linear form 
f{$) = exp (A{t; T,$) + ^ [z X 0^ + Du{t., T, 0 ) ]工从⑴ 
\ U=1 
n 厂 p 
+ ^ J 2 Bim(t., T, $)hi{t + 2A - mA) (B.1) 
1=1 L^ =^i 
q - \ ^ 
+ ^ Qm(t; T，$) (ei(t + A — mA) 一 7imV^(^ + A - r n A ) ) 
m=l � / 
and solve for the coefficients A{), B/^()and CimQ as in Ingersoll(1987,p.397),utilizing 
the face that the conditional generating function is exponential affine in the 
state variables, Xi{t) and the hi{t)s. This method is also appeared in Heston 
and Nandi (2000). 
Since Xi{T) is known at time T equations above require the terminal con-
dition 
A{T- T, ¢) = BUT�T, $) = Cim{T; T，¢) = DJT�T, $) = 0 (B.2) 
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~ > 
Applying the law of iterated expectation to / ( t ; T, 0), we get 
f{t;Tj) = Et[f{t + A;Tj)] 
/ ri _ .^ 
=^^[exp A{t 十 A; T, ¢) + J2 ^ X ^n + Du{t 十 A; T, 0)J Xu{t 十 A) 
\ W=1 
n r p 
+ Y^ J2 BimXt + A; T, i)hi{t + 3A — mA) (B.3) 
l=l Lm=l 
q 2 \ 
+ V Cim{t + A; T, ¢) (ei{t + 2A — mA) — 7^mV^(^ + 2 A - m A ) ) 
J 
m = l J / 
Substituting the dynamics of Xi{t) in equations above shows 
n 
f{t-Tj) = Et[exp(A(t + A； T, ¢) + ^ ( 1 0 , + D^(t + A) ;T , 0)(x,(^) + r 
u—1 
n k n 
+Xu Y^ elMt 十 A) + X ] SujZj{t) + ^ 6uiVhi{t + ^h{t + A) ) 
1=1 j=l 1=1 
n p p-1 
+ Z ! E Bi(m+1){t + A; T, $) + Ba{t + A； T, $)[ui + ^ h{t 十 A — mA) 
l=l m=l m—l 
9-1 
+ Y , ai^rn+i){^i{t + A — mA) — i^m ^ h i { t ^ A - m A ) f 
m = l 
g - 2 
+ ^ Ci(m+i){t + A； T, $){ei{t + A — mA) —�rn+l)VW^^^~^^~^)2 
m=l 
+ ^ i ( ^ + A; T, $MMt 十 A) + an){ei{t + A) — 7 n \ A “ t + A))2] 
+Cn{t + A; T, $){ei{t + A) — 7/(m+i)A/^(t + A))2)] (B.4) 
Rearranging terms through completing squares and some algebra shows 
i 
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n k 
f{t-,Tj) = Et[exp{A{t + A ; T , ¢) + ^ ( z 0 , + Du{t + A ; T , $)){r + ^ 5uj{aj + 6,^)) 
u=l j=l 
n k n k 
+ YMu + Du{t + A; T, $))[xu{t){l + J2 6^jCuj) + Y1 x , [ i ) ^ S,jc,j)] 
U=^1 j — l U^v j — 1 
n 
+ Y,[Cn{t 十 A ; T , ¢) + anBn{t + A ; T , $)]{ei{t + A ) 
i=i 
—(�—___E=w>u + A^ ft + A;T,01)I — )^A;i^)2 
2{Cn{t + A ; T , 0) + anBn{t + A ; T , ¢)) 
n 
+ [ 5 Z ( # u + D^{t + A ; T, $)){jn6ui + XuOh) 
：陶 + A;T，$) — ( E = ( ^ + A^(t + A ; T , ^ , ) 2 — + 
V 4(Cn(t + A;T,¢) + anBn(t + A;T,¢)y 
n p-l g-1 
+ Z ] [ A i [ Z ! l^i{m+iMt 十 A — m A ) + ^ a i ^ m + i ) { e i { t 十 A — m A ) 
l=l m=l m=l 
p - l — 
- 7 / ( m + D x / ^ ( t + A - m A ) ) 2 ] + ^ B i ^ r n + i ) { t + A ; r ， $ ) h i { t + 2 A — m A ) 
m — 1 
9-2 
+ Y^ Q ( ^ + 1 ) ( ^ + A ; T, $){ei{t + A — mA) — 7 / ( m + i ) V ^ ( ^ + A - r n A ) ) 2 ] 
m=l 
n 
+ ^ ^ i ( t + A ; T , 0 ) o ; O ] ( B . 5 ) 
i=i 
For standard normal variable e, a useful result is 
B[exp(a(e + 6)^)] = e x p { - ^ l n ( l — 2a)} + j^~^ 
Substituting this result of completing squares in (B.5), and subsequently 
equating terms in both sides of (B.5) shows the final calculation result: 
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n k 
A{t] T, ¢) = A(Z + A ; T , ^ + Z [ ( r + E(o^ . + Nf)^^_;.)O^x0u + A^(f + A ; r , ( ^ ) ] 
U==1 j = l 
n 
+ Y^ Bn{t + A; T, $)uji — ln (1 — 2 ¾ { t + A; T, $)an — 2Cn)] (B.6) 
i=i 
Bi4t.,T,$) = E : = i � ( z X 0 4- D “ t + A ;T , _ + + + -
h ) 2 - 4 ( C n ( t + A ; T , 0 ) + a n ^ i ( ^ + A ; T , 0 ) ) 
n 
+ X^( i X ¢^ + D^{t + A; r , $)eui[-2jii^ + XuOui]) (B.7) 
ti=l 
B i m { t ] T j ) = PimBn{t + A ;T , ¢) + Bim{t + A ;T , 0) 
Cim{t;T) = ai^m+i)Bii{t + A ;T , $) + ^(^+1)(^ + A ;T , ¢) 
n k 
Du{t]Tj) = J^[i X ¢, + D,{t + A ;T , ¢)] Y , 6ujCuj + Du{t + A ;T , ¢) 
v^u j=l 
^ 二 Cn(力 + A; r , ¢) + anBn{t + A; T, ¢) 
—1 — 2(Cn(t + A; T, $) + anBn{t + A; T, ¢)) 
One can use equations (B.6)and (B.7)to calculate the coefficients recur-
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